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Abstract
The long term scaling prospects for solid-state quantum computing architectures relies heavily on the
ability to simply and reliablymeasure and control the coherent electron interaction strength, known
as the tunnel coupling, tc. Here, we describe amethod to extract the tc between two quantumdots
(QDs)utilising their different tunnel rates to a reservoir.We demonstrate the technique on a few
donor tripleQD tunnel coupled to a nearby single-electron transistor (SET) in silicon. The device was
patterned using scanning tunnelingmicroscopy-hydrogen lithography allowing for a direct
measurement of the tunnel coupling for a given inter-dot distance.We extract = t 5.5 1.8 GHzc

and = t 2.2 1.3 GHzc between each of the nearest-neighbourQDswhich are separated by 14.5 nm
and 14.0 nm, respectively. The technique allows for an accuratemeasurement of tc for nanoscale
devices evenwhen it is smaller than the electron temperature and is an ideal characterisation tool for
multi-dot systemswith a charge sensor.

The entanglement ofmultiple quantumparticles is becoming an established practice for enhanced
measurement protocols in quantummetrology [1], secure communications in quantumkey distribution [2, 3]
and is the central tenant of quantum computation [4]. Entanglement is created by a coherent coupling between
quantumparticles. In solid-state architectures, the spin–spin interaction between single electrons isolated to
quantumdots (QDs) enablesmulti-qubit operations needed for universal quantum computation [5]. The
strength of this interaction is governed by the coherent tunnel coupling term, tc between two electron charge
states of neighbouringQDs [6].

Unlike in conventional QD architectures where electrons are confined usingmetallic surface gates, donor
based systems rely on the attractive Coulombpotential of the donor atoms themselves [7–11]. Nanoelectronic
devices based on phosphorus doped silicon (Si:P) have recently demonstrated electron transport at the few
electron level where spin–spin interactions can be observed [12–14]. Following this, the singlet-triplet states of a
strongly coupled donor pair have been readout [15] and electrons confined to doubleQDs formed fromdonor
clusters have been investigated using charge-sensing [16]. Importantly, for the scalability ofmulti-donor systems
in a quantum computing architecture, the ability to simply and reliablymeasure tc between donors is vital.

Unlike gate definedQDs [17–19], the value of tc between isolated phosphorus donors or clusters in Si:P qubit
architectures isfixed by the physical distance between the donors [20–22], and is difficult to tune using external
gates since the donors are only separated by tens of nanometres [7, 13, 23]. Therefore, knowledge of tc as a
function of donor separation is extremely important for the design, fabrication, and operation of donor based
qubits [20–22, 24]. Severalmethods to investigate and determine tc based on electron transport [25–30], spin
funnel experiments [31, 32] and the response of a quantumpoint contact across an inter-dot charge transition
[17] have already been established.However, these techniques either requiremultiple-electron spin readout at
lowmagnetic fields [31] or a large capacitive difference between theQDs and charge sensor [17]. The second
condition requires that bothQDs are at vastly different distances to the charge sensor; which is not ideal for
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single electron spin readout since complex shuttling protocolsmust be developed to determine the individual
spin states [33].

In this letter we demonstrate a newmethod to determine tc betweenQDs based on a simple time-resolved
charge sensing technique.We use ourmethod to determine tc between adjacentQDs in a tripleQDdevice that
uses a single-electron transistor (SET) as a charge sensor [34]. SETs have been used extensively for charge sensing
in Si:Pwhere they can performhigh-fidelity single-electron spin readout [11, 35–37].We showhowour time-
resolved SET charge sensing technique can be used to determine tc and at the same time allows for the extraction
of electron temperature,Te. The conversion factor from gate voltage to energy known as the lever arms,α, can
also bemeasuredwithout the possibility of artificial broadening of the SETCoulomb blockade peaks [38]
present in previously reportedmethods [35].

The device, shown infigure 1, was fabricated using a scanning tunnelingmicroscope (STM) to selectively
remove hydrogen from a passivated Si(100) 2×1 reconstructed surface. The lithographicmask is subsequently
dosedwith PH3 and annealed to incorporate P atoms into the silicon substrate [39]. The lithographic outline of
the device is shown infigures 1(a), (b). TheQDs, L,M, andR (left,middle, and right) are formedwith~5 P
donors in eachQD, determined by examining the size of the lithographic patches [11, 13]. Three gates, GL, GM

andGR control the electron numbers on theQDs. The electrons are able to tunnel to a SET island used as the
charge sensor. The SET is defined as amuch largerQD in between source and drain leadswith a control gate
GSET. It is operatedwith a source-drain bias of 0.3mV and has a charging energy of~5meV.

In our experiment, GL andGR are used to detuneQDs L andRwith respect to the SET, while GM is used as
global gate to shift the potential of theQDs. Figure 1(c) shows the SET transport current as a function ofGL and
GR. Enhanced current lines running at~ 45 due toCoulombblockade of the SET can be seenwith breaks
corresponding to charge transitions of the threeQDs. Due to the different capacitive coupling of the gates to the
QDs, three lines of SET breakswith distinct slopes are visible. In addition a characteristic pentagon structure
associatedwith the quadruple point of a tripleQD [14, 40, 41] can be seen, confirming the presence of three
separateQDs.Wenote that the absolute electron number has not been determined for this device; however, for
the purpose of this workwe assign the charge states shown infigure 1(c)where (n n n, ,L M R) represents the
relative electron numbers onQDs L,M andR, respectively.

Figure 1.A∼5 donor triple quantumdot in Si:Pwith an adjacent singlet-electron transistor used as a charge sensor (all distances are
in nm). (a)A scanning tunnelingmicrograph showing the lithographic outline of the device before PH3 dosing. The device consists of
four control gates (GL,GM,GR,GSET), a SETwith source (S) and drain (D) leads, and three small QDs tunnel coupled to the SET. (b)A
close-up of the threeQDs. From the lithographic area it is estimated that theywill contain ~5 Pdonors. NeighbouringQDs are
separated by 14.5 and 14.0 nm for the left-middle andmiddle-right, respectively. (c)The current through the SET as a function of the
voltage onGL andGR. The breaks in the SETCoulombblockade peaks showwhere theQDelectrochemical potentials alignwith the
SET and hencewhere a charge transition of theQDwill occur. By following the SET breaks the typical pentagon structure of a triple
QD can be seen, where the equivalent charge numbers are given by (n n n, ,L M R). The inset shows a schematic of the quadruple point
with two dotted red boxed indicating the inter-dot transitions investigated in this work.
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Next, we describe themethod of determining tc using the L–Mtransition as an example, see figure 2. The
protocol involvesmeasuring the tunnel rate from theQDs to the SET across an inter-dot transition, figure 2(a).
From the detuning,D dependency of themeasured tunnel rates, the tc can be extracted.We defineD = 0 as the
charge degeneracy point between the L andMQD ((ii) infigures 2(a) and (c)). Using a two level pulse scheme,
the system isfirst initialised in the equivalent single electron state, (1, 0, 0) after which the second pulsemoves
into the (0, 0, 0) to unload this electron. This pulse duration, tp=0.1ms, is adiabatic with respect to tc but faster
than either of the independent tunnel rates from theQDs to the SET. An exponential decay isfitted to the
average current trace (200 cycles) and a tunneling rate ( )G D extracted accordingly, see figure 2(b). The protocol
involves varying the unload point along a detuning axis,D across the inter-dot transition L–Mandmeasuring
the SET current ISET (t) as a function of time, shown infigure 2(c). The procedure for theM–R transition is the
same; however, the initial charge configuration is chosen to be (0, 0, 1).

Far from the inter-dot transition at points (i) and (iii) infigure 2(a) the tunnel rate
( )g = G D = =6 mV 111 HzL and ( )g = G D = - =6 mV 754 HzM , respectively. However, as the unload

pointmoves closer toward the inter-dot transition (shown by the dashed red line infigure 2(a)) ( ) gG D ¹ L or
gM and is given instead by the expression

( ) ( )åG D » G
=

P , 1
i

i i
L,M

where Pi is the probability of the electron occupyingQD =i L, M and Gi is the effective tunnel rate which takes
into account assisted tunneling via a neighbouringQD to the SET. Importantly both the occupation probabilities
and effective tunnel rates will depend on the parameters,Δ, tc and temperature of the system,T [17].We have
also performed numerical calculations based on a Linbladmaster equation approach and achieve the same form
for the tunnel rate, ( )G D (see appendix).

Tofind the general expression of ( )G D wemust compute the probabilitiesPi of the electrons occupying the
QDs in equation (1). Assuming that theQDs are in thermal contact with the SETwith a temperature,T, since

 gk T iB [42], the probabilities offinding the electron in either of the twoQDs is given by [17]

( )
{ } ( )

q
= 

D q

P
1

2

tanh

2
, 2L

M

k T2 B

where q = D + t2
c
2 , see figure 3(a).

The shape of the (1, 0, 0)–(0, 1, 0) anti-crossing as a function of detuning,D dictates that the rates Gi follow a
Lorentzian given by [37]

Figure 2.Protocol formeasurement of the inter-dot tunnel coupling utilising the difference in tunnel rates of theQDs to the SET. (a)A
schematic of the L–Minter-dot transition showing the gate pulses required tomeasure the inter-dot tunnel coupling. The
measurement protocol begins by loading an electron onto the left QD so that the system is in the (1, 0, 0) charge state. The gates are
then pulsed adiabatically with respect to tc but faster than the tunnel rate to the SET tomove into the (0, 0, 0) state. The solid arrow
shows the start and end point of a two level pulse to load and unload an electron from the ( ) ( )1, 0, 0 0, 0, 0 . The dashed arrow
shows the detuning, D for the unload phase of the two-level pulse; it sweeps past the inter-dot transition,marked by the red dashed
line. (b)The normalised SET current, Ī showing the tunnel time, ( )G D for different positions of detuning, D (the curves are offset by
1). (c)The normalised currentmap across the L–Mcharge transition showing the tunnel rate, ( )G D as a function ofD across the
inter-dot transition.
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( )
( )g

dg
G = -

D +

t

t2
, 3i i

i j, c
2

2
c
2

where dg g g= -i j i j, , seefigure 3(b). Thismeans that atD = 0 the effective tunnel rates are equal,
( ) ¯g g gG = G = + =2L M L M LM, because the electron is fully delocalised over bothQDs. In this analysis we have

neglected themany excited states of the SET (that form a quasi-continuum) since the large detuning of the
unload positionmakes theQDchemical potentialsmuch higher than the SET Fermi level. Thismeans the
excited state energy levels of the SET are small compared to the overall energy scale. In addition, in the
experiment we ensure that the unload position always follows the sameCoulomb peak of the SET such that the
same number of electrons are present on the SET. This also ensures that the Fermi level of the SET remains the
same over the entire detuning range.

Substituting equations (2) and (3) into (1)wefind

( )
( ) ¯

( )

( )
( )g

dg

q
G D » +

D

D +

q

t

tanh

2
. 4

k T
LM

3
LM 2

2
c
2

B

Figure 3 shows the functional forms of GL and GM,PL andPM, and ( )G D as a function of detuning and for a fixed
temperature ( =T 200mK) and tunnel coupling ( =t 3.5c GHz). Infigure 3(c), the red dashed line
corresponding to ( )G D shows a plateau aroundD = 0, where G = GL M. Thewidth of the plateau is directly
related to the strength of tc.We can eliminate the possibility that the plateau is caused by an external charge
fluctuation by looking at the stabilitymap, figure 1(c). There is no charge offset in the SET current that can be
attributed to external chargemovement. Equation (4) diverges from the theoretically predicted results using the
Lindblad formalism for t k Tc B where the sequential tunneling approach cannot be used.

It is worth noting that if g g=L M, then ( )G D does not vary as a function ofD and ourmethod cannot be
used to gain any information about tc. As a result, dg ¹ 0LM is requiredwhich ismost likely the case for any
system, in particular for donor basedQDswhere the coupling decays exponentially with distance [20, 21]
meaning differences in donor position even on the atomic scale will change the tunnel rate significantly.

By fitting equation (4) to the tunnel rate across the transitionwe can determine tc and the temperature,T. By
varying the temperature we are able to determine both theminimumelectron temperature,Te as well as the lever
arm for the inter-dot transition,α [35].

Figure 4(a), shows the formof ( )G D at two different temperatures =T 100 and 550 mKwherewe see the
impact of thermal broadening. The lever arm is related to the temperature,T by

Figure 3.Theoretical lineshape of the tunnel rates near the inter-dot transition. (a)The theoretical probability of an electron residing
in eachQD as a function ofD at a temperature of =T 200 mK. (b)The predicted effective tunnel rate to a SET for two tunnel coupled
QDswith =t 3.5 GHzc . At zero detuning, D = 0 the tunnel rates to the SETmust be equal since the electron is delocalised over both
QDs. (c) Solid lines show the corresponding tunnel rates from eachQDweighted by the electron occupation probability, i.e. the
product of the traces shown in (a) and (b). The dashed line shows the sumof theweighted tunnel rates, GPi i , from equation (1), which
theoretically predicts the formof themeasured tunnel rate to the SET, ( )G D .
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( )
a

=c
k T

, 5B

where c is afitting parameter used in place of k TB in equation (4). Byfitting a line to c kB as a function of
temperaturewe can extract the lever arm from the inverse of the slope, a1 as infigure 4(b). For the L–M
transitionwefind a = 0.0491 0.0028 eV V−1 and for theM–R transition a = 0.0659 0.0142 eV V−1.
The error in theM–R transitionα ismuch larger compared to L–Mtransitionα because the temperature
dependencewas not performed on this transition. Instead, the lever armwas determined by assuming a

=T 200e mK, calculated from the L–Mtransition temperature dependence infigure 4. The temperature at
which c kB deviates from the linear fit is where ¹T Te and is taken as theminimumTe of the system, herewe
find ~T 200e mK.

Finally, from ( )G D andαwe can calculate tc. For the L–Mcharge transition, we find = t 5.5 1.8 GHzc

and for theM–R transition = t 2.2 1.3 GHzc . The technique allows tc to bemeasured evenwhen >k T tB c

since thewidth of the plateau only depends on tc. Therefore, tc can also bemeasured as a function of
temperature. The tc should not have a temperature dependence since it corresponds to an energy separation.
This is confirmed experimentally infigure 4(c)where tc remains constant as the temperature is varied.

The coherent coupling termbetween theQDs ismuch greater than the inelastic tunnel rate to the SET
despite having a similar separation (14 nmcompared to∼18 nm). In general this would be expected since
inelastic tunnel rates aremuch smaller than coherent electron transfer processes [13]. In addition, the observed
tunnel rate is extremely sensitive to the shape of the electronwavefunctions in the SET andQDs and the
crystallographic orientation, which could cause a large difference in the tunnel rates.We also note that it is
difficult tomake a direct comparison to previouslymeasured or theoretical results for single donors [20, 21, 24]
since both the absolute electron and donor numbers are not known for our device. However, the tc values
obtained from this work are consistent with previously reported values with slightly different donor numbers
and inter-dot distances [13, 16].

In summary, we have demonstrated a relatively simplemethod to determine the tunnel coupling between
adjacentQDs or donors that areweakly tunnel coupled to a reservoir. Themethod can be applied to any system
with a charge sensor where tunnel times can bemeasured and can also be used to obtain theminimumelectron
temperature and lever arms. The simplicity of the techniquemakes it ideal as a characterisation tool for future
experiments examiningmulti-donor exchange interactions. Combining thismethodwith atomic-precision
lithography using a STMwe can investigate the relationship between the inter-dot distance and the exchange
coupling predicted from theoretical calculations [20, 21, 24].
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Appendix. Numericalmodelling of the tunnel rate across a double quantumdot

Wemodel the systemwith aHubbard-likeHamiltonian given by

( ) ( ) ( )† ( ) † †å åm= - + +
¹

H c c
t

c c c c
2

, A1
i

i i i i
i j

i j
i j j i

c ,

where, i and mi are the detuning and chemical potential ofQD i, ci ( †ci ) is the annihilation (creation) operator
for the electron onQD i and ( )t i jc , is the coupling term between theQDs.We assume that only one electron can
be present in the system andwork in the basis {∣ ∣ ∣ }ñ ñ ñL M0 , , . Tomodel the tunnel rates out of theQDswe
assume that after the initial pulse from the (1, 0, 0) state to the unload position into the (0, 0, 0) the electron finds
itself in an eigenstate ofH at each value of detuning. This assumption is validwhen the ( )t i jc , ismuch greater than
the tunnel rate out of eitherQD. Based on this assumption, the eigenstate of the system in the (0, 0, 0)will be
given by,

( )r = -

Z

1
e , A2g

H k TB

withZ=Tr ( )-e H k TB , kB is Boltzmann’s constant andT is the electron temperature.However, sincewewait a
time t T2 we let the off-diagonal terms in rg go to zero. The inelastic tunnel rates for eachQD are included by
transforming the system fromHilbert space to Liouville space and assuming the Born–Markov approximation
[43]. In Liouville space the incoherent contribution is given by

( ) ( )† †  å=
G

Ä - Ä - ÄG c c c c c c
2

2 . A3
i

i
i i i i i i

Finally, we solve the Lindblad equation as a function of the detuning across the anti-crossing between the two
charge states

˙ ( ) ( ) r r r= Ä - Ä + Gi H H . A4g g

Wewatch ( )r t00 during the time evolution. The time dependence of ( )r t00 will follow a double exponential
decay due to the tunneling out of the states ∣ ñL and ∣ ñM

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r r r= - -- G - Gt 1 0 e 0 e , A5t t
00 LL MM

L M

where ( )r 0LL and ( )r 0MM are calculated from rg . In the experiment wefit the decay to a single exponential,
effectively taking awaited average of the double exponential decay. This is the origin of equation (1) in themain
text.Wefind that the timewhen ( )r = - -t e100

1 agrees well with equation (1) formost values of tc and
deviates in the limit that k T t 0B c . However, thewidth of the plateau region, which is proportional to tc
remains valid for all values of k T tB c.
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